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Features

Ovalgrip’s chevron cut gives the user the ability to lock markers together so ensuring that
the text legend stays in place. 
Used as a pre-termination marker it can be directly mounted onto the cable. The shape
gives a snug �t onto the cable, ensuring the markers do not easily slip down or around the
wire.
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Application

Ovalgrip HODC markers are supplied on reels of 1000 and are supplied in colour code and
pink. HOBC are supplied in bags of 500 and are supplied colour code and yellow. 
Sizes 50 and 85 can be used with Arrowtags for identifying larger cable bundles. 
AT1 Arrowtags will �t 7 size 50 markers. 
AT2 Arrowtags will �t 8 size 85 markers. 
AT3 Arrowtags will �t 14 size 85 markers.


Base Data

Colour Pink (PK)

Colour of Print Black (BK)

Fixation Method Suspend

Marking Text -

Mounting method Suspend

Pack Cont. 1000

Package Quantity per reel

PART DESCRIPTION HODC30-PVC-PK

With label space No


Product Dimensions

Core diameter from / to 1.2 - 2.30 mm

Length (L) 4.0 mm

Outside ∅ max (OD max.) 2.30 mm

Outside ∅ min. (OD min.) 1.2 mm

Print Method Hotfoil


Material and Speci�cations

Flammability self-extinguishing

Material Flexible Polyvinyl Chloride, cadmium free (PVC)

Operating Temperature - °C -65 °C to +105 °C, intermittent +135 °C

Speci�cations  

Speci�cations BS-2782-540B, IEC 304, IEC 757


Logistics and Packaging

EAN / GTIN 5022660496509


More Information

ETIM 6.0 EC001530
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